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'ABSTRACT"

Recent-trends toward earl4pr,retirement haxie exacer-

,bated the finalicial problems facing the Social Security

system and many other pdblic anR Rrivate pension plans. 'One

of the few federal initiatives to reverse this trend has

been to outlaw mandatory retirement before age 70 for most

American workers. We argue Wat this legislation by itself

will have little effect dh retirement patterns bese of

4

stron4linancial incentives to retire that remain imbedded

,in the retirement systeb. We discuss the nature and magni-

tide of these incentives, and present evidence .that Workers...

understand and respond to them. We conclude that a public

/1
policy th, at hopes to alter individual retirement decisions

should focus bn the financial incentives at the-heart of

retirement plans rather than on the frequently redundant

mandatory retirement constraint.
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I. RETIREMENT TRENDS

Four decades of nearly unanimous support of government -

retirement policy and the institutions it ;hasrspayined was

shaken at the beginning of this decade by a growing conbern
I

over their financial viability. Since 1979, four separate '

blue ribbon commissions have addressed these issues, and

have generated different and clften contradictor'y proposals..

The most recent of these groups, The National Commission on

Social Security Reform, is currenidy deliberating on its

final recommendations.

There is no question that the massive cbmmitment of

public and private funds to Social 8ecurity and private pen-

sions and the rules under which they have.teen distritiuted

are partly responsible for one of the most dramatic

demographic dhange of the past30 years--..the trend toward

earlier and earlier retirement among American workers.

Table 1 documents labor force participation rates by year,

age and 'sex. A horizontal view during any given year showJ

the dramatic decrease in wOrkleffort at older ages:. In

1980, for example, 85 percent of men age 55 were in the
iva

force compared to 35 percent of.those 65 and only 21.1.,CA*ova.

percent of those 70. Whir the reduction in work effort

age Category can be observed

the decrease has become much

for those over 60. In 1950,

rate of men. aged 60 was very

_

back to 1950, the magnitude of

more precipitoys,.especially

for example, the participation

by

cI6se to that of 63.year df-d-J.

It was only 13 points'higher than for men aged 65.and 35

%
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Table 1: Labor Force Participation,Rates.oiwOlder
.Men and Women, 1950 to 1980 4

AGE

.55. 60 63 5

I

68 70
..,

YEAR MEtsi l .

1950 907a 847a 79.8
a

71.7a 57.7a 50.0a

1960 92.8a 85.9a 77.8a 56.8a .420! 37.3a.

1968 91.9 84.8 71.9 53.4 .37.5 '''; 30.2

1970-
,

91.8 83.9 69.4 49.9 37.7 30.2

1972 , 90.7 . 82.1 66.5 45.2 ° 33.8 27.1

-

1974 88.1 79.0 59.3 39.8 27.7 23.5

1976 87.1 - 75.5 55.7 36.6 . 26.7 22.4
t

u 0

1978 85.8 74.4 52.2 36.3 28.7 21.7

1980 84.9 74.0 ' 52.3
..

35.2 24.1 21.3

,
I

WOMEN
/

1950 27.9a 23.1a 19.1a
. /

16.3a
.
11.4a

,

8.1a

1960 L 42.5a ' 34.7a 26.1a 20.3a 14.6a 11.7a

1968 50.4 43.5 30.3 21/.0 14.3 * 10.7

1970 52.6 44.0 31.9 22.1 15.0 12.2

1972 50.7 43.2 30.8 21.6 15.4 9.5

1974 50.9 40.8 26.0 18.9 12.0 9.0
,

1976 50.2 41.6 27.2 19.1 12.6 8.8

19478 5.3.1 42.0 28.4 19.5 12.6 9.5

1980 53.8 41.3 28.4' 20.8 14.5 9.0

SOURCE: Current Population Survey ;
a
Babed.oq U.S. Bureau of the Census labor force participation data.

17
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points abovie *those aged 70.

work eAort of men aged 60

year olds by 22, 39, and 53

If "normal" retirement

-3-

In 1980, on the other hand, the

exceeded t:h4t of 63, 65, and 70

points, respectively.

age is defined as the age at

whi ajority Of workers are oat of the labor force,.then

a vertica dk at Table 1 reveals the dhange in this age

over time, In 1950, it was ndt until age 70 that the work

effort of U.S. males fell to 50 percent; over 7 men in'10

worked at age 65 as did 8 in;10 at age 63. By 1910, the

"normdl" retirement age fdr males had fallen to 65; and only

3 men in 10 continued to work at age,70., In 1980, "normal

retirement" age was down to 63; only 1 in 3 men was still

working at 65, and 1 in 5 at 70.

A similar pattern has emerged among women--only more
tv

recently. From 1950 to 1960, participation rates of women

increased at all the ages Shown in Table 1. ,From 1960 to .

1970, the increases continued, but.at slower rates.° After

1970,towever, work effort began to decrease for women age

60 and over, despite continued increases in participation
A,

fOr women in general.
0

A by-product of these trends has

vergence in the participation rates of

In 1950, a 55 year old man was over 3

be working than a woman the sp.me age.

been a dramatic cons-

older men and, women.

times more likely to

By 1980, this ratio
-

was down to 1.6. .For men and women aged 65, the comparable

ratio dropped from 4.4 to 1.7, and for 70 year olds, from

6.2 to 2.4. For the 55 and 60 year olds, this convergeneoe

6



is due to moderate decreases in the work efforts of.men com-.

bined with substantial increases for women. At the'older

ages, the driving force was the dramatic decteases)6 the

participation rates of men.

Until reCently, there was no particular alarm over the

trend toward earlier retirement. If anything,,it was

applauded. In fact, this was one of th goals of the-archi-

tects of the Social Security system-- induce older workers

out f the extremely weak labor m kets of the late l930s..

Al ough that,explicit goal faded in importance as the eco-
,,/

nbmy strengthened during the decades that folloWed, the

trend toward earlier retirement was,seen as logical ).n an

increasinglywealthy society. Some of this wealth was

"spent" on leisure, and sople of this leibure was enjoyed in

t

the form'of)earlier retirement.

This trend, however, is no longer viewed as benign for

at least two reasons. The first is tile financial crisis

facing the Social Security system as well as other.public

sector and many private retiremeAt programs. The Social

Security trust'fund, abandoned...as a full-funding' asset base

in the first decade of the program, is now almost empty.

Current Sdcial Security revenues are paid directly to

current recipients, with hardly any buffer remaining to

handle shortfalls. Mudh of this problem is ehoit run (if a

decade of recession can be called ehort run). It is due

largely to the decrease in Soc*al Security tax revenues

during'the recession, and to the accidental over-indexing of
a
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benefits in ail attempt to 'offset infldtion, rather, than tp

an unexpected fiodd of new recipients. Nonetheless,the

problem has callea.public attention t.Q Social Security
,

' funding issiles-rsbtething traditionally left to actueries
"

and special idential panels. . -

2'
The second reason fulbr concern is anything but short

. run. ,The age distribuetion in America is ChangingI and the'
. , -

P'roportion of W.the population aged 65 and el:. will.continue

* ,
tb rise through the first quarter of the 21st century..

dsin4 tl.lree different sets of assumptions concerning fer-
'V .

.

tility and immigration, the,.Census Department projects.that . .

the lardeoition,.of the population aged 65 and over will rib
.. ,

. .

from under 11 percent currently to between 17 and 20 percent

o'

. .
n'

by 205 (see Clark [19,01]). The.Old-age aePendency ratio
r.

. .

(the rat.io of4ose over 64 tO
/
those 18.te) 64-ra rough

index of the_retiree to worker ratio). will rise from 18 per-

'cent to ndarly one-thir4.1' This change alone woulfl put a
.

.. . , ,. i

. ' ',
,

Strain on the ,tbcfal pecu ity SyStem.. When.it is com)Aned /
..

\,- V
with decreased-prospectS .ot real; growth 'and ...trild tagard'

earlier retirement, the financiel strains .multiply.

There are three general approaches to bolstering the

finances of the Social. Security aystem. dntil now, we 'have

chosen to rely on increased contributioni- from .dovered

employees. The maximum annual contribution, for example,
,

has risen frovf$374'in 1970 to $2392 in 1983, and this sum

is matched bSr the employer. Further increases in the tax...

'7-.1*-c-ere scheduled through 1986, 'and t edrnings base is

4
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I.

t

now automatically indexed to rise with the cost of living.
.

A second'tactic would be to decrease the schedule of

benefits .or to delay the age of eligiliility. The Reaan
.

-

.

.r1"----
I

'

Administratio proposed tais approach and then^beat a hasty
.

retreat in the fact of intense political opposition. In.
fact, quite the opposite has een occurring--real benefits.

have risen dramatically in redent years. Table 2 Shows the

change over time in annual Social Security benefits for the

J %
.

-Tedian 65 year oldworker, 'with a 65 year ta'a dependent.

spouse, who retires'on ,Tanuary .1.2 Between 1959 and 1968,

0
ad hoc increases approved-by Congress kept real Jpenefits

approximately constant. Between 1968,aridt1981, however,

4. i ,

.

.real benefits rose aeatly.60 percent. Not surprisingly,

proposals to take back these reali.gains ate .extremelS, un-

.- ..
, .

. I
S. .

popdlar.
I

t

ti third apprkg...ch to the Social Security financing

prob;.em is to al.frer public policy to induce later

retIlrement--to 0.Ow or perhaps even.reverse the early

retefnent.itrend discussed above. Our paper addresses' this

, 'approach.

's
a

II. RETIREMENT DETERMINANTS

A liajor federal-initiative to induce later re4reme
'

,

was a 1977.16aendmen't to the Age Discrimination in Employment

AC't which raise from 65.t6.70-the agesef earliest hand'atory

retiremeht for most American workers.? Both President,

.'Reagan and Representative Claude Pepper (D-Fla.), the chief

JO

0

congrestionaT. spokesman f t ior citizens, strongly favor
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Tphle 2: .Yearly Sodial Security Renefits for
Farnings Aged 65 with a 65 Year old

Yeara

1959

1960.

1961

1196'2

143

1964

1965

1966

a Worket= olithMedian
Dependent'Spouse,

Yearly
Renefit
(current
dollars)-

Yeark)
Benefit
(1967
dollars)

Chanme in
Real Terms'
from Previous

Year

1,996

1,903

2,160

2,145

.1,92Q .2,141 -0.1

1,933 2,134 -0.4-

1,-951 2,128 .

1,970 2,121 -0.

2,132 2,256 6.4

2,157 .2219 ' -1.6

4 2,196 2,196 -1.5

2,219 2,129 -2.6

s. ' 2,546/ 2,319 9:9

.2,995 2,567 10.7

3,341 2,755 7.3

1,401 2,714 -1.4 "'
,

4,157 .3,123 15.1

" 4,239 2,969 -8.1

4,799 2,977 348

5,341c 3,114 5.3
1

5,878 3,239 3.4

6,448 3,300 1.9

7,009 1 3,224 -2.3

7,851 3:179 -f.4

9,116 3,366 59

1967

1969' -.

1969

1970 :,,

.1971

1972

1913

19i4

1975

1976

11977

1978

1979

1980

1991

1959-1968

19*-1991

a
A5s

'11

me5 worker and, wife are amed 65 cpn JanNary 1. Bene'flts are based

+51.1%

on soctal security rules as of January 1.of eachlyear.
,44

S.

- c'



the outright abolition of all mandatory retiremept provi-

sions, and many Washington observrs predict thid Will occur

in the next.several years. Aelaxation of'mandatory retire-
. °".

ment rules clearly increases thegptions available to many

employees by permitting them to remain on their'same jobs

until age/04hr possibly longer. But whether it will Sgni-
.

ficantly alter retirement trends depends on'why workers

tetire when they do.

The rasons 'for retirement L.e many and.varied. Some

people woreuntil liealth problems force them out.of the

labor force: in.surveys in which retirees are as1cd why

.

they le'ft their last jOb, the' most frequent answer is always

health. Others retire when they become eligible for retire-

ment benefits: the surge of retirements at 4ge

of earliest eligibility for Social'Secuiity retired workers

benefits--is certainly no coincidence. Still other people
,

retire only when thux are forced to by company. regulations.

Mandatory retirement rules are widespread in the Uniteds

State's. Using data on men and non-:married women aged 58 to

61 and emPloyed in 1969, we found that *43 percent'faced rhan-

datory retirement ofc.tl-leir:currea. job.4 With 1971 data
,

from the liational Lonqituainal Survey, Halpern' (1.478) found

38 percent of the employed men (and 49 percent if male wage
r

earners) facing mandatory retirement.
(

Alpough the mere presenf this constraint does not
.k

,necessarily make it important, simple behaviOral comparison, s

suggest that it may be: One rough ariproph i, to .compare ,

/

ss
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the labor force behvior of workers With and without man-
.

datory retirement over a tantion period. Among a group

ag3d 62 to 64 in 1973,tover 55 percent of those without. man-
,

datory retirement were still working two years later. (See

Burkhauser and Quinn [1983a].) Of those facing mandatory '

retirement during the two years, only. 17 percent reMained in
,

the labor,korce. Barker and Clark (1980.) perfOrm a sithilar

analysis, withaut considering when the mandatory retirement

went.intp effect. For White,men'aged 65, they report a
.

.

labor force participation rate difference 12 percent be-
%

,

tween those who are and are not covered by...compulsory.

retirement provisions., Between 40 'and 50'percent of the
'A

covered workers retired at their inandatoretirement age.

This represents about a fifth of the entire cohort. .

t.
.

,
\

If mandatory retirement provisions, which traditionafly
.

\

we into effect at'age 65, were an important 'factor in the i

. ki
\

1rietirement decisions ofa large number of mdrkers, then 1

\

!

heir delay or removal, ii* change behaVior significantly.
.

!

)1

.

pnfortunately,'coincidence does not.imply causation. As we 1

. i. .

will argue below,, mAndatory.reTrement is closely inter-
. .....

. .

twined with both Social,Security and pension. plans. The

benefit structures of these retit=ement plan.s often prOvide
,

strong financial incenties to retiTe,at precisely the'age

when it becomes mandatbry; the carrot and.the stick are fre-

quently apvlied simultaneously. Since recent policy Preform
6

involves delaying or removing only the stift, the'impact of

the efo.rm depends crucially on the independent importance

-
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of the carrot.

In the sections below, we describe'how these financial

incentives to retire operate, and What impact they have on

the retirement decision.

III. PENSIONS, SOCIAL SECURITY AND MANDATORY RETIREMENT

a) Data

Research on retirement issues has blossomed in recent

'years, largely because of the perceived crisis facing public

and private retirement plans. 'But another important factor,

oR the supply side, has been the availability of two superb

longitudinal data sets concentrating specifically on older

Americans. The National LongitUdinal Survey followed over

5000,men aged 45 to !ig beginning in 1966. In 1969, the

Social Security AdministratIoh-began the Retirement History

Study (RHS) by interviewing over 11,000 m and non-married

women aged 58 through 63. (See Irelan [1976].) ififiese

'respondents were reinterviewed at two-year intervals through-7__

1979. The extensive questionnaires included information on

current and past labor force status, compensation, sources

of income, assets and debts, health, retirement plans and

expectations, family composition, living arrangements and

social activities. The Social Security Administration has

also appended its enire earnings history for eadh respon-

dent to his or her RHS file: This permits detailed calcula-

tion of potential Social Security benefits under various

retirement scenarios.

b) "ensims and Social Security

13
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The RHS data in Table 3 document the fact that pensions

and mandatory retirement are very closely connected. Our

sampLe of male RHS respondents aged 62 to 64 in 1973 is

disaggregated by mandatory,retirement and Pension eligibil-
ity status. We differentiate between status during the

twC-year transition period (1973 to 1975)'and later, since

behavior during these'two years is the focus below.

All but 6 percent of those subject to mandatory retire-

ment by 1975 are also eligible to receive a pension frail the

current employer. 'Nearly BO percent of them are eligible

during those two years, and the vast majority of those. li-

gible will be able to receive full benefits,. Of those sub-

jgct to mandatory retirement after 1975, only 11 percent

will receive no pension income from that job. This

contrasts Sharply with &lose not facing mandatory retire-
.

ment, of.whom over half have no employer pension. Though

pension eligibility without mandatory retirement is common,

the reverse is extremely rare. Those who are forced out are

generally released with retirement income from the firm.

The data for the much' smaller sample of women tell the same

story,\althouqh the proportions without a mandatory retire-

ment age and without pensions are higher than for men."

The labor force behavior of those in these various

categories is intereing (Table 4). As noted above, those

facing mandatory retirement by 1975 are much more likely

than others to be out of the labor force by then. But the

pension effect is also strong. Only 22 percent of those

14
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Table 3: MaAdatory Retirement and Pension/ Eligibility, Mep Aged
62 .to 64 in 1973. //

l(horizontal percentage)

Pension Eligibility From Current Job
.

/
, During the

. 4.

:Subject to MR
Two Year Period ' ... Later Never

Full
.Bendfits

Reduced
Benefits

During the Two
Year Period 68 9 17 6 173

Later 29 25 35 11 264

Never 14 8 25 53 754

Sourcel Retirement History Study
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Table Labor Force Participation Rates in'1975, Men Aged 62
to 64 and Employed.in 1973.

Subject to MR

During the Two
Year Period

Later

Never

4

Pension Eligibility on Current Job

During the
o Year

uil
B efits

8

34

29

Total 22

Period Later Never Total

Reduced
Benefits

a 3 17
,

51 72 ,65 55

44
.

64 .65 58

.5163 65

Source: Retirement !lista*" Study

a
Fewer than 20 obserVations.

4.

16



eligible for full pe, 'ion benefits by 1975 are Still working

4
then, compared to 44 percent of those eligible for reduced

benefit's, and nearly two-thirds of those not currently eli-

gible. The combination of /mandatory retirement and full

pension eligibility is extremely strong,Wand over 90 percent

pf workers in this category left the labor force between'

1973 and 1975.

The link between Social Security 4nd mandatory retire-

ment is also close. The modal age for mandatory retirement

prior to the 1977 Amendments was 65, precisely fhe age at

which most workers become eligible for full.*Social Security

benefits. As we will see below, 65 is also the age at which

an important change in the benefit calculation formula takes

place.

The impacts of mandatory retirement and Social Security

and pension plans frequently occur simultaneously. If they

are all important, a simple cross-tabulation using only one

of them will overstatelits influence. The distribution of

influence is extremely important, Since recent public policy
6

has tinkered with one (mandatory retirement) but not the

other. Disentangling the',effects of these three deter-
.

minants (and others, such as health) requires an

understanding of financial iricentives to retire and a model

and multivariate analysis'of their effects.

IV. RETIREMENT INCENTIVES

goth Social Security and pensions are,promises of

future income streams'. Summarizing the magnitude of such.a

17



promise by the size of the initial'annual benefit can be .

deceptive for a number of reason's. It ignores. the age of

-eligibility (when the benefits start), inflation protection

after retirement (whether the benefits are fixed in'real,or

money terms) and 11ADW the benefit level dhanges depending on

current labor supply behavior. A far superior summary,sta-

tistic is the asset or wealth equivalent of the pension

rightthe present discounted value of the future income

stream.

Formally, we aefine

Pi s
(1) W(s) =

Bi()
/ , where

i=0 (l+r)i

W is the wealth equivalent of the income stream,.

s is the time period in which benefits are first

claimed,

Pi is the probability"of surviving the itb periodv
1

Bi(s) is.the benefit stream associated with initial

acceptance in,lear s, and

r is the discoUnt rate.

Age of ,eligibility is 'part of'the calculation, since

Bi(s) = 0 prior to eligibility. The closer the age of first.

4 receiPt, the fewer the number of zerd,, and tbe higher the

wealth. Inflation protection after retirement is include4

via the discount rate, which has two coApopents: the real,

rate- of return plus the uncovered portion of inflation. For

)

.unindexed plans (like many private employqr pensions) the

expected rate of inflatibn is included in the discount rate,
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i*O>

lowering the present value of future nominal benefits, and

lowering the asset value of the promise. For fully indexed

plans (like Social Security and federal employee efits)

only the real rate is included.

There are two main effects of xetirement income eligi=

bility on behavior. The first is a straightforward wealth

effect. Pension and Social Security rights are assets, arld

like any other asset, they enable onb to purchase more

leisure (i.e., retire earlier). Ceteris paribus, we expect

those who ar eligible for t'enefits to retire earlier *than

those who are n .5 leaearch fiae shown that pension and

Social Security w4lth are very important components in the

wealth portfoli f older workersL for many they dominate

all other form .of wealth, including the home. (See Quinn

119821.)

. 7

The second effe t of Social Sedurity and pensions on

etirement behavior is more subtle. It deals with the

timing of etirement income acceptance. The wealth value of

most pensions depends on when benefits are first claimed (s
* .

in equation (1)). When receipt is delayed by an additional

1.year of work, two things happen to retirement income wealth.

First, a year of benefits is lost.6 But second, pture

annual benefit:s are usually pade higher. They are made

higher because of benefit calculation rules and sometimes

because of actuarial adjustments, as disbussed below.

Whether one's wealth increases or decreases depends upon

whether the (discounted) gains from higher future annual

19
LI
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4

benefits offset the current benefits foregone. Prior to

eligibility, there are 116 benefAs fdregone, so the asset

"
value of the rights can .only rise with additional work. But

after eligibility, th effectS occur, and it.is an empiri-
\t

cal question as to hich dominalts.

Social Securit benefits are a function_of.:aV-erage

taxable earnings, Because. general wage'levels and°the

taxable arnings ce ng have been rising over time, average

earnings and theref re monthly benefits rise with continued

y,

work. In addition, workers delaying the receipt of Social

Security benefits p st age 62 receive an actuarial adjust-
.

ment o compensate.f r the'lost benefits. Between 62 and

65, this adjustment s about 7 percent per yeAr of deley; at

65, it dropS to 3 per ent per year, up from only 1 percent

prior to 1982. All fu ure benefits are adjusted by this

rate, so its magnitude s f considerable imRortance.

Employer Iiensions a e more difficult to summarize

because there are so many\eadli with its own rules. The

most common critSria for ckculating benefits, however, are

years of service o average earnings over,some time periodz--

often,the last f years an individual woriced. In this

researchwe ass med that the years of service factor domi-

nated, so an additional year of work would increase the

annual bene it by l/n where n the number of years with

the firm., r those eligible for reduced but not full bene-

fits, we as sclp added an actuarial adjustment based on an

industry-wide average.7
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These ch anges in pension and Sociql Security-swealth

depend on whether or not one works an additional year and

are, therefore, best viewed as a component of compensation.

If during the yedr an employee earns $20,000 and accrues an

additional 500 p in pension wealth, the true compegation is

S25,000. Similarly, if retirement income wealth decreabes

by $5000, because future increases do not fully compensate

for benefits foregone; the true net pay.is only $15,000. As

we doqument below, many older workeks do suffer pension

14ealth losses with continued work. This is a surrepitious

pay cut-Lthe "carrot"--which induces but does'not force

retirdment.

We define this change in retirement income wealth

during an incremental year of work is

(2) DELTA = W(1) - W(0) - C(0)-

where W(0) is the present discounted value of a retitlement

.stream claimed at t=0,

W111 is the.value if claimed at t=1,,aft9r another

year of work,8 and
irR

C(0) is the employee's contribution .to the retirement-.-

plan made during the incrementatyear.9'

A positive DELTA'implies an increase invealth (and true

compensation that,isligher than the payCheck); a negative

DELTA implies a wealth loss.

Tabld 5 displays pensidn and Social Security DELTA

values for our sample of.full-time employed men, aged 63 to

65 in 1974, using a 5 percent discount rate for

'4
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Table 5: Pension and Social-Security DEITAs, FullTTime triploy.ed Men
Aged 63 to 65 in 19740, (Discount Rate = 5%)

PrNsions

'1:4 p.

...3000Tto -1000 to -1 to 1.to.
Age -5Y)riff4 -5000 -3000 -1000 0 1000

'Af 2 ,. 2 7 20 43 22

\..r
5A 1:_. 4 26

. 19 '. 46 4
"'"'.0- ,,, .

65 . q R 27. ll '47. 1
4P'

,

ti, t

, ,

.tt . SOCIAL SECURITY
,

.

It /

=3000. to -1500,to-1 to 1500 3000 to J6000 to
3000- , Mediana

.1000
to/

,

2000 / Mediana

-$ 148

0 .:-sir5(5

0 -$2062

47-

aMedi n of those with non-zero DELTA

Atle -6000 -300 -1500 0 to 1 1500

A3 Os .0 12' 6 29 51

A4 0 1 16 3 45. 34

65 4R 43 3' 6 1 0

Source: Retirement History Study

I

'3 +$1852

.
1

0 -$3044



exposition. 10 or pensionp,

?

evenly split Uetween

edian, ,thereiore',

fikely to lose than to gain. age 6s,t1ie medi,an
t,-

the,E3'year olds ai7e.alTpst
.-

siive,and negative values, Itith a

Those' aged64 and .65, however,near 0.
4

\ i is losi qver $200 (1974 dollars), with,10 percent of the'
,,.. 1

..sample (and 19 percent df those,with pensionbl los ng over
..,,

,

. , .,

$4000..
. .

I di Social Security DELTAe change.even more

dramaticaliyJA. .At 63 and 64, the median respondent gainq1.
4

SocO Security wealth. This is due to the benefitcalCula-..
.

tion formula, and the additional.ad&stmentof 7 percent per
'

year, which.is approximately actuarially'fair.1/ At 65,' .

*however, the adjustment droppe.d.to.1 peibent,, meaning that,

. ' rebenefits foregone were basically lost forever. PraaticallY

all the respondents would lose Social Security w0.1th,if

they continuea to work, and'the median respondent Would lose

over $3000.

Whether .these wealth changes are considered large or

small dependd on what they are.being compare 'd to. A logical
-

candidate is conventiohally-defin ed before-tax earnings. In

Table 6, we dhow the ratio Of earniqgs intluding wealth

changes to regular earnings;disaggresated by\pend.ion

coverage. The median ratios tell the story. At age, 63 and.

the Social Security gains aominate the pension losses,

and the mediWn ratid exceeds 1.00. But at 65, the storar is

reversed, and:ithe median values Suggpst large-pay cuts--

about.one-third for those without and nearf one-half for
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Table 6: Fa p.of Net Earnings to Earnings, by Age and Pension Status

(Ne Earnings Net of Social Security and Pension DELTAs)

Age,

63

64

65

.70 and
less

0

,6

74 ,

6.

15

92'

17

1

18

6

.90 -
1.00

1.00 -'
1.10

RESPONDENTS WITHOUT

17 23

18

9

22

0

1.10 -
1.20

PENSIONS

24

32 ,

0

RES ENTS WITH PENSIONS

2

Source: Retirement HAtory Study 1

\

24

18

19

0

- 34

22

0

I

-ft

1.20 -
* 1.30 1.30+

Median
Ratio

23 . 11 1.13

10 8 1.10

0 0

'4N

17' 7 1.12.

.4 0

0 0.52
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$.

those with pensions. These estimates.are rough,.bgcause

they ignore tax gffects and ...r.sume that.all the;full time
0

0

employees Who Continuekto work lose all their Social

Securitytenefits. 'Nonetheless, they suggest that:tese

wealtlidhange effects are potentially very large.

Behind these medians', of course, stand entire distribu-
;

tions. Even among those aged 63, for eample, 20 percent of

thos'e without and 25 percent, of those with pensions lose

retirement income wealth with contiriued work. These incen-

tiV'es.may he important retirement determinants for these

respon ents evemif their magnitudes are small at the

median.

The mere existence o e carrot does not Make it
%

important. People must understan d respOnd to these

incentives for them to have an impact. ther.people'do

understand and respond is an empirical questi:o that we have

4

investigated.

Our approach is to observe the actual labor force tran-

sitio-i behavior of our sample of workers approaching normal

retirement age. We first analyzed the retirement behavior

of the subsample aged 63 to 65 who were employed in 1973 and

did not face mandatory retirement by 1975. These are

emPl ees who are-free to Choose whether or not to continue-

work. What factors seem to influence that choice?
0

Our labor supply model (detailed in Burkhauser and

Quinn [1983c1) contained health, demograpRic and financial

variables, including earnings potential, pension and Social

26
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Security wealth, and pension and Social Security DELTAs. We

hypothesized that retirement would be discouraged by high

potential earnings and DELTAs (the hidden component of

compensation) and encouraged by health deterioration during

the transition period and by large pension and Social

Security wealth.

Logit estimates of the retirement equation coef-

ficients, which appear in Table 7, generally confirm our

hypotheses. Health deterioration, full-time earnings, and

the DELTAs are significant explanatory variables.13

Ceteris paribus, those Who will lose retirement income

wealth by continuing to work are more likely to retire.

_sion wealth is also a significant variable, although

Social Security wealth, surprisingly, is not.14 Marital

sta6as and mandatory retirement in the future (after 1975)

do not appear to be important.

Older workers behave as though they understand the

financi incentives to retire. Since these incentives

often become effective simultaneously with mandatory retire-

ment, it is important to disaggregate their effects.

Failure to do so will overstate the impact of either the

carrot or the stick.

'Table 8 show's the actual retirement behavior of our

sample of initially employed workers. Of those not facing

mandatory ketirement by 1975, 41 percent were out of 'the_

labor force by then. Of those facing the constraint, 83

percent had left--a large potential mandatory retirement

27
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Tai?le 7

\

Job Exit Equations\fior Men Aged 62-64
Dependent Variable 1, if respon\ent leaves his 1973 job'by 1975

Explanatory Variables

Logit Results

Constant
-.169 .58

Health deterioration '73-75
.300 1.68*

Mandatory retirement after '75 -.087 0.43

Married
.303 1.23

Earnings last year
-.042 2.53*

Social Security DELTA
-.112 2.83*

Pension DELTA
,-.221 2.67*

Social Security WEALTH
.029 0.52

Pension WTALTH
.125 1.79*

F test
.040**

'iSignificanriat 5 percent level (one-tailed test)t

**Likelihood ratio index.
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effect of, over 40 points.15 'But these subsamples differ bi
". "

more than mandatory retire/rnt status. In particular, those

facing mandatory retirement are4much more likely to have

pensions andl at this age, negati.16 DELTAs (potential wealth

losses). .To deduce the sepaKatge, tmpact.of this age
.

constraint, we first predict hOw those who were subject to

it would have behaved if they had not faced mandatory
3

retirement, but did face the other incentives (that is, did

W
have all their other explanatory 7riables). We do so by

running the'mandatory retirement sdbset through our predic--
,

tion equation (Table 7), and cZlculating their hypothetical

behavior. If we predict that, for example, 43 percent would
1

have left the labor fOrce, ,close to the 41 percent observed
t.

for those unconstrained, then our retirement incentive ana-

lysis has accomplished little, and the potential mandatory

retirement effect (from 43 t9-.83-). remaIns large. On the

other hand, ghould the predicted retirement rate be near the

83 percent actually observed for this ,subgroup, then theee

-is no need to refer to mandatory retirement to explain the

differences--the other variables are responsible., -When ttlis

hypothetical calculation is made, the predicted retirement

,rate for those who actually faced mandatory retirement is 63

percent (see Table 8). Slightly over'half of the actual,

differential, then, is que to other.determinants--the work

disindentives built into our retirement income plans. The .

remaining h lf.(from.63 to 83).,is an.upper bound estimate of

the mnandatori retirement effeCt..16-

,

29



Table 8: Percent Out of tile Labor Force by 1975, Men emRloyed and
Aged 62 to 64 in 1973'

Not Subject to.Mandatorli Retirement: Actual 41

(Subject to Mandatory Retire.ment: Predicted) (63)

Subject to Mandatory Retirement: Actual 83

Source: Actual values based on Retirement History Study,Predicted"
rvalue based on Logit Equation in Table 6.

I.
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V. POLICY IMPLICATIbNS

Our researdh suggests that the extension of the man-

datory retirement age will not greatly affect work effort at

older ages. To reverse the triend away from work and the

lona run dangers at causes the Social Security system, more

fundamental dhange in retirement policy must be colisidered.

There are strong financial incehtives to retireabuilt into

pensioil and Social Security programs, and emplOyees respond

to them. We argue'that'these indentives have more to do

with decreased work than does mandatory retirement.'

To date primary federal policy effort to influence

retirement age has been to delay the minimuin age of man-

datory retirement to age 70. As a rough estimate of the

impact of this dhange, we asked what would have happened to

our age cdhort (men 62 to 64) had this change been 'in effect

.in 1973. We added the maximum mandatory retiremenf effect

(20 percentage points from Table 7) to the particigation

rate of those subject to the conitraintr and then extraPo-

lated the results from our sample to the pópulation. Our

point estimate is that fewer than 50,000 more men aged 64 to

66 would have been in the labor force in 1975. (See

Burkhauser and Quinn [1983c].) This is about a 6 percent

increase in the number of employed men aged 64-to 66. It

raises the labor force participation rate of this age group

by only 2 percentage points, and is inconsequential when

compared to the size of the aggregate labor force.. The

total effect is small because many employees do not even

31



face mandatory retirement, because many who do face it

retire before that age, and because those who do retire at

that age are °also being influenced by other factors.
-

The eventual iMpapt of this dhange in the'law remains

to be seen. Though deprived cif the stick, employers retain

the carrot. If firms are*able to alter pension structures

to impose even larger wealth losses on.those who continue to

work at older ages, the long-run effects of the'change in ,

mandatory retirement will be even smaller than the ghori.-run

effects we have estiMated. Under current interpretations-of

the ADEA, actuarially unfair pension,Plans are not con-

sidered didcriMinatory. But the.Select'Committee omAging

'House .of iepresentatives) is now considering a dhange
4

in the law to force firMs to'provide more neutral pension

choices. 4

There is,little doubt that the work incentives in Social

Securit4 and pension plans have 'altered the work effort of

older-Americans. As we approach the end of thiecentury,

the costs of this policy in lost manpower Will gro., The

changing'demographic structure,makes it cfear that policies

that drive older men and wOmèn'away from productive work

must be changed. The 1977 ADEA Amendment delaying mandatory

retirement is the first and easiest political response to

the problem. But we are convinced that more fundamental

changes in the incentive structures of our retirement income

plans is needed befcire the work effort Of ofder citizenc is

increased.

32.
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Definitions of Variablei-anaMeaValues

Variable
.DefinitiOn-

Health deterioration "How would you bay your
health today ,compares with
-your own health two years
ago? Is it better, worse,
or'the samg?" (Worse=1)

Mandatory Retirement after 19,75 Mandatory Retiretent some
time after therransition
period (1973-1975)

Married

Earnings lastYear

Social Security DELTA

Pension DELTA

Social Security WEALTH

Pension WEALTH

. ,
Mean ValUe

.25

tzt-

.22

(Yes = 1) .87

(Thousandi.of dollars) 8.78

See text (thousands of
dollars,'at 5% discount
rate) .19

See rext (thousands of
dollars, at 10% discount
rate) .46

See text (ten-thousandaelf
dollars-, at 5% discount
rate) 4.66

,

See text (ten-thousands of
dollars, at 10% discount
rate) 0.86
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FOOTNOTES

1Some analysts prefer a combine'd youth and old age

deptndeney ratio--the ,ratio of those leas than 18 and over

64 to those 18 to 64. As Clark [1980] points out, the .

declining lioui.h dependency ratio largely offsets the

increasing old age trend, with the net result depending on

fertility and immigration assumptions. In any case; the--
1

youth, issue is of little direct applicability to thesSocial

Security"' system.

2Yearlli Social Security benefits are based on the

Soclal Security earnings record of a worker litho had median

earnings in each year of his worklife and who retired, on

Januarir 1 of the relevant year, at age 65 together with his

non-working 65 year old wife. Increases innbminal benefits

are the result of increat-e-s -in 'nominal wages over the period

and increases in the Social Security benefit formula. The

real benefits are defla ed to 1967 dollars.

3Two groups were given permanent exemptions from the

amendment--high paicl business executives in policy making

positions (who are defined in terms of the duties they per-

form an, the pension bepefits for which they are eligible)

and certain occupations in which job performance is clearly

related to age (like pilots and firemen). A temporary

,exemption was given for tenured university and college'

faculty, but that expired in 1982.

.4The proportion is higher for men (46 peicent) than for

the non-married women (34 percent). The Retirement History
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Study, 'the data source for these statistics and for this

paper, did not contain married women as respondents,

although some information on the spouses of male respondents

s provided.

5In a life cycle Model with perfect)information and

capital markets, there is no necessary connection'between

the age of eligibility and the age of retirement. Lifetime

wealth (including ietirement income'wealth) determines the

allocation of time between work and leisure, and lending or

bOrrowing equpibriates consumption and income streams. If

information is imperfect, however, and employeei do not know

the wealth value until eligible, or if caidtal markets pre-

vent consumption of pension wealth before receipt, an eligi-

bility variable may capture these effects.

6Nearly all pensions require that one leave the 110410 to

collect benefits. Those who stay on the job must delay

receipt. The Social Security rules do not require aueh

10withdrawal, but rather reduce benefit by 50 percent of any

earnings over an exempt amount. In this paper, we assume

that full time work completely eliminates one's Social

Security benefit. To the extent that this istuntrue (which

t may be for certain low income earners), our methodology

ekaggerates the wealth loss.

7These assumptions are spelled out in detail in an

appendix to Burkhauser and QUinn [1983b].

8We assumed that respondents would earPn as much in this

incremental year as they did the past year during which they



were employed full time. Om the basis of this, annual bene-
.

fits were adjusted (using the l/n rule and actuarial adjust-

ment for pensions, and the abtual benefit calculation rules

1 for Social Security), and new wealth values calculated. We

experimented with three different discount rates; 2, 5,, and

10 percent.

90nly the employee's contribution was illcluded for

Social Security. . For,employer pensions, we assumed that the

fund was financed entirely by the employer (C(0) 0) as

usually the case.

10We observe these workers employed in 1973, and then
y

observe them again in 1975. We assume that they remain

employed until 1974 and then make the choice we observe in

1975. The DELTAs are, therefore, calculated for workers

aged 64 to 66 in.197.4. . 4

11We assumed that employer pensions involve no spouses'

or survivors' benefits. This is not true for Social

Security. Our Social Security wealth values'include

spouses' benefits, where applicable, and the probability of

the spouse surviving the husband and collecting benefits on
4

her own, at 6/o-thirds the combined rate. Thelatter

requires knowing the age of the spouse, Vhich we do.

12A pension is actuarially fair if future incrementWto

benefits due td a ditional work just offset the current

benefits forego n such a case, the change in wealth is

zero, and only the first affect on retirement behavior (the

wealth effect) would exist. Our point in this sections ia
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that most retirement income plans eventually turn

actuarially unfair, resulting in an implicit.pay _cut. This

is the work disincentkve we .akdiscussing.

'An interesting implication of this is that the earning/
, .

test does not really exiSt if benefits lost (taxed a ay b
, r i
P

the 50% benefit reduction rate) are repai4/1ater

actuarially faii "interest." Aithough the/earnings'tes'
z____,/^.--1_'/

the books at ags 62, it is reallS, hot an
----- 3*

until age,'65e when the adjustment facto,
-/

appears on

tant issue

15When
\

wèalh and DELTA variables are exclild'd

rnpor-

drops.

from the

equation, s mple pension eligibility dummy significant.
.

./
When these re'Ns-ophAsticated concepts are incliadOd, the

. ---,-

p.,

dummy becOmes insignificant, d-has been Skcluded in

/

/Tatile 7. )

14we* wealth effects are frequeriTT found in the la or

supply literature.'.0ne expAkation iS that the coeffrcients

may be picking up tWAD 'offsetting effects-=the normal wealth

V
impact (encouraging.retirement) and .the effectt..of an

unmeasured personality charac:'-tstic--proclivity for Work.

The latter, positively correlated with current wealth

because of hard-working behavior,in the past, is al o. asso-
1

ciated with dela'yed retirement in the' present.,

15The majority of/these 17 percent still at work ave

taken new jobs. A two, however, are still found to be

employed on the. oid job-=an apparent contradict' These

may be data errors, cases Where special exceptions to the

)7ule.were mate, or sitsuations where the Mandatory retirement
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1

takes p ace at- theeend of the cale dar yar in'which the
1 -

worker ttrná 65; not on his,65th birthdq.

16/4 ax. implicitly assuming t f at reirement age Ore-
1

1

,ferences are uncorrelatqd with man atoryliretirement status.
. 1

A likely scen o, however, is3th't those who wish to work

beyond-65 wil be'overrepresented, in jobll withoilt mandatory
.

.,

retirement. Similarly, those pla ning to retire before man-°

, .

datory retirement anyway'will not find t e constraint a
,

,,-)--

serious drawback and be overrepresented 19.n..--such jbbrs-: /

Eliminating mandatory retirement for.tt se workers would /
/

tlien result in a smaller impact than t e behavior of t:he /

workers without mandatory retirement w
I

uld suggest. If thYs

self-selectivity occurs, then our estimates exaggerate the
1

impact of mandatory retirement, Whidhtiwe already find to be

small.
Os.
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